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Abstract: Multi-droplet impingement is a fundamental aspect inherent to all kinds of technical
spray processes which typically aim at enhancing the convective exchange of reagents or heat at the
impinged surface. In this paper, the impingement of multiple droplets onto a structured surface is
investigated by a comprehensive CFD model, which resolves the dynamics of the individual droplets
and the film on a micro-scale level based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method. The considered
surface topology includes cavities and is typical for protective masks used in the spray etching
of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs). The agitation of the liquid film in terms of the convective mass
transfer rates across virtual horizontal evaluation planes is studied and the influence of film height
and droplet impaction velocity is elaborated. Passive tracer tracking is employed to investigate the
release and re-entrainment of fluid at the surface cavities. Two modes of mass exchange between
the cavities and the main flow upon droplet impingement are identified, which are central inflow
accompanied by lateral outflow (1) and lateral inflow with outflow at the opposing side (2). A
statistical analysis of the allocation of tracer particles shows that high impaction velocities and low
film heights correlate with an enhanced decay of tracer particles within the cavities. The susceptibility
to re-entrainment is also reduced by high impaction velocities, whereas increased film heights are
found to promote re-entrainment.

Keywords: Volume of Fluid; droplet impingement; structured surface; spray etching; convective
mass transfer

1. Introduction

The interaction between droplets and liquid films upon impingement is a process
which plays a key role in a wide range of technical applications [1]. Spray cooling, for
example, is an integral part of numerous high-performance cooling concepts used in mate-
rial processing technology [2], power electronics [3], electrical drives [4] and green energy
production devices, such as photovoltaic thermal (PVT) systems [5]. A further significant
field of utilization consists of spray etching, which is involved in large-scale production in
the micro-electronics industry, for example, in the manufacturing of conduction paths on
Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) [6–8]. Spray etching involves the transfer of mass, momen-
tum and energy from droplets into a liquid film of etchant solution and further towards
the surface to be etched. In this process, the surface of the PCBs is formed by a copper foil,
which is partly imprinted with an etch-protective mask. The masked regions protect the
desired conduction path system. Unmasked regions of the copper foil are removed during
the etching process. The trend towards performance improvement by miniaturization and
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consequently the decrease in the distance between the conduction paths affects not only
the in-service behavior [9–11] but also the production of PCBs [12]. In spray etching, the
narrow spacing between masked regions and the comparatively high layer thicknesses of
the mask constitute a surface structure with cavities, wherein the etching reaction takes
place. With the ongoing etching process, these cavities deepen. The surface structure
promotes stagnation and thus reduces the supply of fresh etchant solution towards the
reacting surface zones in the cavities. Depending on the geometry, the adhered film and the
impinging droplets, more or less mass transfer between the cavities and the film regions
above them takes place. While etchant is steadily consumed at the surface to be etched,
fresh etchant is delivered via the impinging droplets. The etchant concentration at the
reacting surface zones determines the speed and the uniformity of the etching reaction. The
underlying transport processes are thus essential determinants which, together with the
reaction kinetics, control the spray etching process.

A series of numerical works related to etching of PCBs investigate the evolution of the
etched surface under quiescent conditions [13] and under convective flow patterns [12,14,15].
The works related to convective flow focus on specific steady flow conditions without
covering droplet impingement explicitly. Instead, flow conditions are imposed at the
boundaries whereby shear flow conditions [14,15] or flows which stream perpendicularly
towards the surface to be etched are prescribed [12]. Shin et al. [15] studied the influence
of shear flow. According to their study, the etching rate increases by a factor of four when
etching in a quiescent etchant is compared to the case with shear flow. They report that the
cavity geometry is a further main factor of influence on the etching rate. Cavities with a high
aspect ratio in terms of deepness to width displayed a reduced etching rate. Sheng et al. [12]
investigated flows which are perpendicularly directed to the surface to be etched. They
identified recirculating eddies within the etching cavities, which were accompanied by
changes of local etching rate.

The characterization of mass transfer during multi-droplet impingement in general,
and spray etching in particular, requires the accurate tracking of the inherent flow con-
ditions. Numerical modelling of single and multiple droplet impingement is frequently
based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method [1,16–23]. Further methods are the Level Set
(LS) method [24], combinations of the Level Set and the VOF method (CLSVOF) [25] as
well as the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods [26]. Additionally, models combining the LB
method for flow field simulation with a direct solution of the Cahn–Hillard equation for
the interface have been presented [27,28]. Experimental studies typically use high-speed
imaging techniques to visualize the droplet impaction process [29–32]. Main topics in
experimental works include the morphology of the impact and splashing behaviors as
well as impingement to surfaces with specifically tuned properties, as detailed in a recent
review by Wang et al. [33]. Droplet impingement to liquid surfaces results in different
impact morphologies such as splashing, jet formation or coalescence [31]. The observed
impact morphology essentially depends on the impaction conditions, such as Reynolds
number, Weber number and dimensionless film height. Several correlations have been pro-
posed to relate the impaction conditions to impact morphologies [29–31,34,35]. However,
experimental droplet impingement studies are typically based on droplet sizes in the range
of millimeters, which exceeds the typical size of spray droplets significantly, as detailed
by Zhang et al. [36]. Therefore, they used a numerical model based on the VOF method,
which was validated by impingement experiments of millimeter-sized droplets, applied it
to micro-droplet impingement, elaborated on the scale effect of droplet size and derived a
splashing criterion for micro-meter-sized droplets [36]. In general, experimental droplets
are mainly at the millimeter scale, hence experimental and numerical studies on technically
relevant micro/nano droplets would be of broad interest, as detailed by Wang et al. [33] in
a recent review.

Numerical models based on the VOF method ensure conservation of mass, momentum
and energy, and allow for transient tracking of the free-surface including effects of surface
tension. The impingement of a single droplet on a liquid film resting on a flat surface was
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investigated by Peng et al. [1]. According to their work, the properties of the fluid affect
the film dynamics. The diameter of the crown pattern formed on impingement increased
with the surface tension coefficient. The tendency to film rupture decreased with increasing
viscosity of the fluid. Thalackottore Jose and Dunne [16] examined the impingement of
single droplets onto static and vibrating surfaces. Guggilla et al. [17] published a numerical
study of two droplets impinging consecutively onto a flat heated wall, focusing on film and
heat transfer dynamics. They further elaborated on the influence of spreading dynamics
of the leading droplet on that of trailing droplet and identified the time interval between
consecutive droplets as a determining factor of influence. Guilizzoni and Frontera [18]
investigated crater depth evolutions under the impingement of multiple droplets to a liquid
film. Muthusamy et al. [19] investigated a single stream of equally sized droplets impinging
on a liquid film in terms of hydro-dynamics and heat transfer. Diaz et al. [20] reported on
the effect of a gas stream carrying a droplet towards a heated solid surface. Yuan et al. [21]
analyzed droplet impingement on a hierarchically structured hydrophobic surface.

Numerical models for droplet impingement are based on 2D, 2D axisymmetric and
3D models. Three-dimensional models entail very high computational costs [22]. Thus,
although a simplification, 2D models are frequently used to model droplet impingement
onto liquid films in the presence of multiple droplets, inclined impaction or asymmetric film
flow [22,23,25–28,37]. Yang et al. [23] performed comparisons between the results obtained
by a 2D model and experiments. They found that the numerical model agreed well with the
experiment considering a case of millimeter-sized droplets impinging to a liquid film on an
inclined plate. Additionally, impaction onto a micro-structured surface was examined in
their study and again the model predicted the spreading behavior on impaction.

Flows alongside geometrical structures display a certain intensity of convective mass
transfer between the surface features which promote stagnation, such as cavities, and
the main flow. Nardecchia et al. [38], for example, evaluated the mass transfer between
urban canopy layers and overlying layers. Zhao et al. [39] evaluated the mass transfer rate
between structural cavities and a main flow in ultra-compact combustors in gas-turbines.
Furthermore, passive tracers are frequently utilized. Broecker et al. [40] analyzed passive
tracer retention during a free-surface flow over a rippled stream bed based on a numerical
multi-phase model using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for tracking the free surface.
The tracer was initially dispersed in a specified region of the main flow, whereby a certain
fraction of the tracer particles came into the spacing between the ripples, where they
remained for some time. The retention time was found to be dependent on the surface
geometry as well as on the flow velocity of the main stream. Constantinescu et al. [41]
published a study, wherein they investigated a single-phase flow along a series of cavities.
A passive tracer was used to monitor its escape from an upstream cavity as well as its
partial re-entrainment in down-stream cavities. Sandoval et al. [42] and Oliveira et al. [43]
employed passive tracers to investigate single-phase flows past lateral cavities of various
geometrical shapes in riverine systems. They monitored the temporal decay of the passive
tracer within the cavity volume. Passive tracer decay is also employed, for example, to
characterize mass transfer in studies on the effect of ventilation on indoor air quality in
terms of the temporal decay of CO2 concentration [44], the evaluation of the air exchange
rate in urban canopy layers [45] as well as the evaluation of the local mean age of air [46].

Applications of sprays typically require a fast and uniform mass transfer at the im-
pinged surface to effectively exchange heat or reagents. The presence of a structuring on
the surfaces, however, imposes a challenge since cavity structures tend to deteriorate the
mass exchange. While much research related to convective mass transport in the presence
of cavity structures is available, as for example in the context of flows of air over urban
canopy layers or water in riverine systems with embayments, little is yet known on how
finely structured surfaces behave under spray impingement. In this work, the convective
mass transfer in liquid films on structured surfaces, which is induced by the agitation of
consecutively impinging droplets, is studied. To this end, established characterization
methods comprising mass transfer rates through virtual surfaces and tracking of tracer
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particles are applied to flow data obtained from highly resolved simulations of multiple
droplet impingement based on the VOF method. The studies comprise an identification
of modes of convective mass transfer between the cavities of the structure surface and
the main flow and comparisons of the effects of different impingement velocities and
film heights.

2. Model
2.1. Computational Domain

The model is set up in ANSYS Fluent [47] and comprises a 2D section of the gas–
fluid domain above the impinged structured surface. The dimensions of the domain are
3 mm × 3 mm. Top and bottom boundaries are defined as walls. The top boundary is
placed at a sufficient height so that it is not affected by splashing upon droplet-film impact.
The bottom boundary represents the structured surface, whereby a detailed resolution of
the cavity structure is ensured (Figure 1a). Cyclic periodic conditions are imposed on the
flow at the lateral boundaries. The geometrical parameters are summarized in Table 1. As a
starting condition, the structures of the bottom surface are entirely covered by a static liquid
film with a flat surface. Droplets are consecutively inserted into the domain according to
a pre-defined spatio-temporal pattern. Specifically, a constant vertical distance between
insertion position of droplets and the impinged surface is prescribed. The horizontal
positions were selected from a random uniform distribution. The time intervals between
droplet insertions are constant. The domain is discretized by a structured mesh consisting
of 392,400 quadratic cells. A two-step mesh refinement based on the cut-cell method is
realized in vicinity of the structured surface (Figure 1b). Cell sizes range between 1.25 µm
and 5 µm.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the simulation domain (3 mm × 3 mm), showing the
boundary conditions, the vertical position of droplet initiation as well as a schematically indicated
virtual horizontal evaluation plane, through which the mass transfer rate is monitored; (b) detail
view of the mesh at the structured surface with refinement based on the cut-cell method nearby the
cavity structures.

Table 1. Geometrical parameters.

Parameter Value

domain height 3 mm
domain width 3 mm
cavity height 15 µm
cavity width 50 µm
spacing between cavities 50 µm
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2.2. Material Properties

The material parameters used in the model relate to a copper chloride etching solution
(Table 2). The composition of the aqueous etching solution is as follows: CuCl (1.871 g/L),
CuCl2 (232.99 g/L) and HCl (394 mL/L). The properties of the etching solution were
measured at a temperature of 50 ◦C. Surface tension was measured by Krüss GmbH
employing the Wilhelmy plate method [48] using a KRÜSS Force Tensiometer—K100
(Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Viscosity was measured by Anton Paar GmbH
using a rotational rheometer MCR xx2 with a C-PTD 200 tempering unit and a CC27/CX
measurement system (all from Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria).

Table 2. Properties of copper chloride etching solution (measured) and air [47].

Property Symbol Value

density (air) ρ1 1.225 kg m−3

density (etching solution) ρ2 1245 kg m−3

viscosity (air) µ1 1.7894 × 10−5 kg m−1 s−1

viscosity (etching solution) µ2 1.2675 × 10−3 kg m−1 s−1

surface tension σ 0.0675 N m−1

2.3. Impingement Conditions

The selection of the impingement conditions was performed based on comparisons
with experimental studies on droplet impingement. Four simulation cases were defined,
representing a full factorial Design of Experiment (DoE), whereby two levels of film height
and two droplet impingement velocities are considered. Droplet diameters and release rates
are constant, ensuring that the same mass of fluid is added during the impingement process
for each case. The selected droplet diameter is 150 µm, and the release rate is 1000 Hz. The
droplet velocities on insertion are defined as 2.5 m/s and 5 m/s. The initial film heights
prior to impingement are 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm. The droplet Reynolds numbers [49] are
368.34 and 736.69, which relate to Weber numbers [50] of 17.29 and 69.17, respectively. The
impact forces [51] (i.e., the momentum flux per unit time [52]), are 5.50 µN and 11.00 µN
per droplet. The dimensionless film heights [49] are 1.67 and 3.33. The impingement data
are summarized in Table 3. The aforementioned conditions, which were imposed on the
numerical model, correspond well to published experimental studies on droplet impinge-
ment related to spray etching [52,53], as, for example, overall Sauter Mean Diameters
(SMDs) of 102.6 µm–110.6 µm, average axial droplet velocities of 4.6 m/s–7.47 m/s and
average droplet impact forces of 0.87 µN–1.41 µN were investigated in [53]. Overall SMDs
of 160 µm–200 µm, average axial velocity of 6.5 m/s–9 m/s and average impact force of
1.5 µN–3.5 µN were studied in [52]. The film height resulting from a general continuous
spray impaction process of water droplets from a full-cone air atomizing nozzle was ex-
perimentally studied by Ma et al. [54]. They performed spatially and temporally resolved
measurements of water film thickness by the Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) method.
The droplet Reynolds numbers in their study were between 127 and 253. They identified
an impaction zone and a free flow zone, whereby the impaction zone is characterized by
strong fluctuations and a reduced average film thickness (0.33 mm–0.73 mm) compared to
the free flow zone (1.20 mm–2.27 mm).

Table 3. Impingement characteristics.

Quantity Symbol Value

droplet release rate f 1000 Hz
droplet release interval ∆t 0.001 s
droplet diameter Dd 150 µm
droplet velocity vd 2.5 m/s, 5 m/s
film height h f 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm

dimensionless film height
(
=

h f
Dd

)
h∗ 1.67, 3.33
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Table 3. Cont.

Quantity Symbol Value

droplet Reynolds number
(
= vd Ddρ2

µ

)
Re 368.34, 736.69

Weber number
(
=

ρ2υ2
d Dd
σ

)
We 17.29, 69.17

impact force
(
=

π
6 Dd

3ρ2υd
∆t

)
F 5.50 µN, 11.00 µN

2.4. Governing Equations

The model relates to two-dimensional, laminar, iso-thermal and incompressible flow
conditions. Gas and liquid phases are immiscible. The VOF method is employed for
tracking the phases, which solves the mass conservation equations of the phases q on a
per-phase level [55]. Accordingly, mass conservation for a phase q is given by:

∂

∂t
(
ρqαq

)
+∇·

(
ρqαq

→
v
)
= 0 (1)

t denotes time; αq is the volume fraction; ρq is the mass density; and
→
v is the velocity vector.

If n phases prevail, the volume fraction for the n-th phase is obtained from the condition
that the volume fractions of all phases sum up to unity:

n

∑
q=1

αq = 1 (2)

The phases share the same velocity field, which is a significant feature of VOF
models [55]. The conservation of momentum is defined as follows:

∂

∂t

(
ρ
→
v
)
+∇·

(
ρ
→
v
→
v
)
= −∇p +∇·

[
µ

(
∇→v +∇→v

T
)]

+ ρ
→
g +

→
F (3)

Here, ρ is the density;
→
v is the velocity vector; p is the pressure; µ is the viscosity;

→
g is

the gravitational acceleration; and
→
F is the force vector due to surface tension.

ρ and µ are obtained from a linear mixture rule:

ρ =
n

∑
q=1

ρqαq (4)

µ =
n

∑
q=1

µqαq (5)

→
F is computed from the Continuum Surface Stress (CSS) model proposed by Laufaurie et al. [56].

2.5. Computation Schemes

The pressure-based solver with the SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations-Consistent) method for pressure velocity coupling is used. Momentum
and pressure are discretized with QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convec-
tive Kinematics) and PRESTO (PRESsure Staggered Option), respectively. The volume
fraction is discretized with a compressive scheme with sharp interface settings and implicit
formulation. Time integration is performed with the first order implicit scheme. Time steps
are adaptively selected by prescribing a Courant Friedrichs Levy (CFL) number lower or
equal to 0.25.
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2.6. Passive Tracer Tracking

The flow near the surface structures due to droplet impingement is analyzed with
passive tracer particles. The particles are modeled as massless particles employing the
ANSYS Fluent Discrete Phase Model (DPM). Particles are transported with the fluid with
the particle velocity being identical to that of the flow (

→
v p =

→
v ) [55]. As an initial condition,

tracer particles are uniformly dispersed in relevant regions. Specifically, these regions
are the cavities which are further subdivided into an upper half and a lower half, cf.
Figure 2. The movement of tracer particles in the respective regions is statistically evaluated
including re-entrainment into cavities.
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3. Results
3.1. Film Dynamics on Droplet Impingement

The impingement of a single droplet with diameter of 150 µm to an initially quiescent
liquid film of thickness 0.5 mm was evaluated for droplet impaction velocities between
2.5 m/s and 9 m/s. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the impingement morpholo-
gies which are categorized as non-splashing (impaction velocity 5 m/s) and splashing
(impaction velocity 7 m/s) with a transition at an impaction velocity of 6 m/s. These
predictions are well in line with the splashing correlations for small-scale and large-scale
droplet impaction proposed by Zhang et al. [36]. Figure 4 shows the model predictions
together with the correlation lines for small-scale impaction (droplet diameter 40 µm) and
large scale-impaction (droplet diameter 2 mm).

The physics of droplet impingement-induced flows in cavities is strongly determined
by the disruptive nature of the droplet impingement events. Individual impingement events
give insight into the convective flow entering and leaving the cavity. The investigation of
the overall effect of droplet impingement parameters on the mass flow, however, requires
statistical analysis, which will be provided in chapter 3.2. The film dynamics resulting
from vertical impingement of droplets having an initial velocity of 2.5 m/s onto an initially
quiescent liquid film of 0.25 mm thickness was monitored over time by snapshots of the
film surface, the velocity field and the tracer dispersion (Figure 5). When the first droplet
impinges onto the film surface, an indentation at the impingement spot is formed, which is
accompanied by a both-sided lateral displacement of the liquid and pile-up of waves. With
the impingement of further droplets, waves are excited all over the domain and interact
with each other. The droplet-induced agitation of the liquid film is most pronounced at its
free surface. In lower regions, agitation is much weaker, which is evident from the velocity
fields. How the still present agitation in the lowest film regions affects mass exchange in and
nearby the cavity structures was investigated by monitoring tracer dispersion. Two tracer
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species were introduced to this end at the beginning of the simulation, one covering the
lower half of the cavities (red) and the other covering the upper half (blue). First of all, it
is evident that the cavities below the impingement spots experience a pronounced mass
exchange onto impingement. The mass exchange is driven by the normal component of the
induced velocity field at the entries of the cavities. Two modes of flow can be discerned
from tracer movement in the studied case. Either central inflow with lateral outflow (1) or
lateral inflow with outflow at the opposing side (2) takes place. The deeper regions of the
cavity, in particular the regions around concave corners, are most affected by stagnation.
The lateral component of the flow field leads to a deflection of the tracer, especially in the
main flow region, which carries tracer particles towards or away from cavity entries. Tracer
particles which are already released into the main flow can be re-entrained into cavities.
This results in a decrease in the efficiency of convective mass exchange between cavities
and main flow.
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3.2. Convective Mass Transfer Rate

The convective mass transfer rate is used as a measure to characterize the excitation of
the film due to droplet impingement. Zhao et al. [39] evaluated the rate of mass transferred
through a virtual plane for a single-phase flow:

.
m =

1
2

∫
ρ
(∣∣∣v+y ∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣v−y ∣∣∣)dA (6)

.
m denotes the mass transfer rate, ρ the density. v+y and v−y denote positive and negative
vertical velocity components:

v+y =

{
vy i f vy ≥ 0
0 i f vy < 0 (7)

v−y =

{
0 i f vy > 0
vy i f vy ≤ 0 (8)

Based on their formula, the convective mass transfer rate of a phase αq through a
virtual horizontal evaluation plane in positive y-direction is given by:

.
m =

∫
αqρv+y dA (9)

Virtual horizontal evaluation planes were used, as schematically indicated in Figure 1a.
The planes are defined at y-positions of 150 µm, 75 µm and 25 µm, measured from the
deepest position of the cavities, through which the liquid-phase convective mass transfer
rates in positive y-direction (out of cavity direction) were evaluated. The area of the
evaluation plane is rendered by the lateral boundaries of the simulation domain (x-direction)
and a fictitious dimension normal to the computation domain (z-direction), along which
the results are replicated, and which has a dimension of 1 m. A time period of 50 ms
was simulated, comprising the consecutive impingement of 50 droplets. The convective
mass transfer rates were captured at a sampling frequency of 0.1 ms and plotted over time,
cf. Figure 6 (left column). As can be seen, fluctuations of the mass transfer rate prevail.
An increase in initial droplet velocities from 2.5 m/s to 5 m/s induces more pronounced
fluctuations in the mass transfer rates. The fluctuations depend on the film thickness,
whereby an increase in the film thickness from 0.25 mm to 0.5 mm reduces the fluctuations
of the mass transfer rates. Comparing different evaluation planes, the significant reduction
of the mass transfer rate at lower evaluation planes becomes evident. This applies to its
mean values as well as to the fluctuations. The fluctuations were put to a Fourier spectral
analysis, cf. Figure 6 (right column). It shows a clear peak at the impaction frequency of
the droplets. Further peaks can be discerned at frequencies which are integer multiples
of the impaction frequency. The higher the frequency, the lower the peaks. Additionally,
peaks which are fractional multiples of the impaction frequency are observed. Further
peaks all over the frequency domain indicate fluctuations which are not correlated with
the excitation due to droplet impingement. This pattern prevails at all evaluation plane
positions, with the planes closer to the structured surface displaying significantly lower
peaks. In general, peaks increase with increasing initial droplet velocity and decreasing
initial film heights.

The time-averaged mass transfer rates were evaluated as a function of the y-position of
a series of evaluation planes for both impaction velocities and film heights, cf. Figure 7. The
higher the y-position of the evaluation plane, the higher the mass transfer rate. Increasing
the droplet impaction velocities promotes mass transfer across all evaluation planes. The
influence of the film thickness is more pronounced at low impaction velocities. However, a
higher film thickness generally reduces the vertical mass transfer. Increasing the droplet
velocity from 2.5 m/s to 5 m/s overcompensates for the effect of a doubling of the film
height from 0.25 mm to 0.5 mm.
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3.3. Tracer Decay

As detailed in Section 3.1, the micro flow in and around the cavities is susceptible to
re-entrainment. Thus, the allocation of marked tracer particles is employed as a further
quantity to characterize the convective mass transport. Initially, the tracer particles are
dispersed in the cavities, which form the region of interest. The cavities are sub-divided
into an upper and a lower half and two tracer species are used, each pertaining to one half,
analogously to Section 3.1. The fraction of tracer particles in the cavity decays in time. In
general, the tracer decay is much stronger for tracer species pertaining to the upper half
of the cavity (Figure 8a) than for that of the lower half (Figure 8b) since the upper half is
more strongly affected by the mass and the momentum sources due to the fact that the
impingement and escape paths are shorter. Tracer re-entrainment starts at very early stages
of the impingement process. Low initial droplet velocities lead to stronger re-entrainment.
Additionally, the initial film heights influence tracer re-entrainment, whereby lower film
heights reduce re-entrainment. The influence of the initial droplet velocity exceeds that of
the film height in the studied cases. The larger droplet velocity showed less re-entrainment,
irrespective of the film height, which is attributed to better mixing in the main stream.
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initially positioned in the upper half of the cavities (a) and to tracer particles which are initially
positioned in the lower half of the cavities (b).

4. Discussion

A numerical multi-phase model based on the VOF method was set up to investigate
the convection of a liquid film on a structured surface under multi-droplet impingement.
It is shown in a series of snapshots that cavities immediately below the spots where
droplets hit the film experience a pronounced mass exchange compared to other regions.
The deeper regions of the cavities, especially around concave corners, are affected by
stagnation. In tracking the escape of tracers from the cavities, two modes of flow are
identified, which are central inflow with lateral outflow (1) and lateral inflow with outflow
at the opposing side (2). The statistical evaluation of the convective mass transfer rates
through virtual horizontal planes placed within the liquid film displays strong fluctuations
due to the excitation by the impinging droplets. High droplet velocities and low film
heights increase the temporally averaged mass transfer rate, which correlates with the
fastest escape of tracer particles from the cavities. The tracer motion is substantially affected
by re-entrainment of already escaped particles, whereby high droplet velocities and low film
heights show a reduced tendency for re-entrainment. In the studied cases, higher droplet
velocities could compensate for the effect of the increased film thicknesses. In summary,
the proposed model provides an insight into the convective transport at structured surfaces
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under multiple droplet impingement and allows the study of parameters comprising
impingement conditions and surface topologies.
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